
Tesla's ether technology - impetus of the third technological revolution 
 

“Sankhya karika” /1/ is a Vedic document aged about 33 thousand years. It was written in the 
form of "Suthras" - rules or aphorisms. In my opinion, one of - the most intriguing and simply fascinating 
messages from Sankhya is suthra 371 which states: “Potential energy can be extracted from within 
the hidden interior Purusha domain by a process of repeatedly triggering the primary interactive 
region with a minute or sharp or impulse or triggering an input of energy.”. Another astounding fact is 
given in one of the mathematical analyzes of G. Srinivasan [1], which is closely related to the previous 
claim: “The axiomatic value of energy that resides in the fundamental field of space as a coherent, 
unmanifest activity-until it becomes upset when it becomes "radiant" - has the value: EP8 = 3.3*1052 “. 

Stated axiomatic settings of Sankhya obviously support (currently pseudo-scientific) ideas about 
the possibility of exploiting "free energy" (Zero Point ...). 

As a REMARKABLE CURIOSITY I emphasize that the axiomatic value of Sankhya: "EP8" 
completely, numerically and logically, corresponds to the term "Maximum power" in modern 
physics obtained by annihilation of the "Planck mass" and has the value: 

 

Planck Mass*c2 / Planck Time = 3.6*1052 Joule/sec (W). Hence: 
 

The maximum power that could be generated from every point of the substrate 
is about 3.6*1052 W !!! 
 

Bearing in mind that an usual "heaters" used at home have 2-3 kW, it can be seen that a really 
huge energy is "stored" in the substrate of space. The complete numerical and logical consent of Vedic 
terms with the phenomenology of modern physics indicates the very plausible truth of the ancient 
knowledge. Full analogy of Tesla's technologies and axiomatic principles of Sankhya, which we 
presented in several papers [2], points to the extraordinary importance of Tesla`s ether Technologies, 
that - considering said all above, will surely be impetus of the third technological revolution of this 
civilization and the basis of the all technologies of the 21st century. 

A solid argument in favor of such an opinion is the fact that Tesla`s waves2 [17] are described 
by four parameters (frequency, wavelength, energy ...) that all are decadal multiple of number 37 
[details: 18]! 

Analysis done from the Energy Density Quantization Model [2], of which I am the author, shows 
that - apart from the conditions of classical EM resonance that must be fulfilled in the "Hertzian" systems 
of the "Marconi" type – Tesla`s systems in addition to these, meet and even more stringent conditions of 
the "general" or the “multi-dimensional” resonance - which allows Tesla's technologies to create 
spheroidal, toroidal vibrations, 3-dimensional harmonic waves, i.e. spatial standing waves and specific 
scalar fields. 

For the broadest public Nikola Tesla is known for finding the rotating magnetic field, alternating 
current, numerous and very unusual effects of the high voltage and frequency that impressed the world. 

Unfortunately, the most valuable part of Tesla's noetic heritage - his "ETHER 
TECHNOLOGY" - is absolutely unavailable to us. 

Paradoxical fact that I often emphasize in recent years is that everything we know about Nikola 
Tesla comes exclusively from the first half of his life and work. Tesla's childhood, youth and middle age, 
up to his famous experiments in Colorado Springs in 1900, are described in countless books, scientific, 
and amateur texts. However, about Tesla's work in the second part of his life, from Colorado Springs to 
his death in 1943, his activities and cognitions as a mature scientist, a proven genius and inventor - and 
that's a period of more than 40 years - almost nothing is known to us !? 

There are only a few "Unverified stories" such as e.g. about the "Philadelphia Experiment”, 
driving the car "Pirs Arrow" using "Radiant Energy", "Tunguska Catastrophe", "Death Rings (Teleforce)", 
"Telegeodynamics" … etc. 
                                                      
1 Number 37 - "The Heart of Wisdom", the number above the numbers, is unique at the entire empire of 
Natural Numbers. Studying the marvelous arithmetic of genetic code, Kazakh scientist Vladimir 
Scherbak discovered a completely precise arithmetic that was strictly determined by the decade 
number 37. Simplicity as the ultimate achievement of perfection, the basic functioning principle of  
Nature is expressed by this truly unique number, which allows the cyclic permutation of the codon and 
the perfect balance of nucleons of the corresponding amino acids. Research has shown that the 
number 37 in its form 037 is the only decimal number that is uniformly multiplied by the cyclic 
permutation of its digits, that has its analogues in other number systems, has the possibility of 
numerical, geometric and arithmetic self-replicating,, thus gives the basis for the fractal structure of 
Nature. 
2  "Tesla's waves and Teslion as their quantum carrier", Goran Marjanovic ® 26./2001. 



It is an indisputable fact that many things are removed from the eyes of the public after Tesla's 
death, but I firmly believe that Tesla himself, during his lifetime, "reduced" the publications of his 
knowledge and key experiences, and retained his most important insights just for himself - and not in the 
written form but in his memory - which was not difficult for him because of the impressive power of his 
mind, known to everyone. 

I'm sure that a reason for this was his belief that achieved level of the human consciousness was 
not at a sufficiently high level - since he saw the huge possibilities and even greater potential of this 
device yet in his first, initial experiments with the World Radio Station (Wardenclyffe Tower, Shoreham, 
Long Island, New York), planned for the wireless transmission of energy, information, pictures ..., carried 
out in July 1903. 

Already in the first testing of Tesla`s transmitter at full capacity on June 15, 1903, beginning at 
midnight, "The brightly shining strands of electric plasma, over a hundred kilometers long, connected the 
spherical dome of the Wardenclyffe tower with the sky." Although Tesla's tower is about 100 kilometers 
away from New York - "the sky above the city was so illuminated that people could read the 
newspapers." ... 

In favor of opinion that Tesla was aware of civilization’s unwillingness for his technology, speak 
his words addressed to Walter Russell, "the man who reached the secrets of the universe." After lengthy 
conversation and acquaintance with Russell's ideas, Tesla told him to bury and hide his cosmogony 
somewhere from the world for the next 1000 years until humanity becomes ready for such a thing [3] ! 

Fact that Tesla`s records were kept away from the eyes of the public for years and were available 
only to a few privileged persons indicates to a great significance of Tesla's legacy. Unfortunately, so it is 
today.  

It is an indisputable fact that the US Federal Bureau of Investigation, after Tesla's death, 
confiscated and took away ALL of his belongings, from intimate clothing to measuring instruments, tools, 
technical devices, drawings, records ... 

In 1951, Sava Kosanovic, Tesla`s cousin, Serbian politician, publicist and diplomat, the first 
ambassador of Yugoslavia in the United States, transferred a part of Tesla's legacy to Belgrade and 
donated it to the state. Part of Tesla's legacy that arrived in Yugoslavia is stored in the Museum of Nikola 
Tesla in Belgrade, and one part of this part (!?) is exhibited in some dozen departments of appropriate 
content, and the "Museum of Nikola Tesla" was opened to the public on October 20, 1955. 

What Sava Kosanovic handed over to the Museum is not known to the general public - but 
unfortunately - even what is "known" - practically is unavailable to the ordinary people also. 

However, judging by subsequent events, the most controversial part of Tesla's legacy remained 
in America. Just recently, 73 years after Tesla's death, in October 2016, to the wider audience was given 
an opportunity to review some of these documents, with a large percentage of the text being 
"blackened". This fact itself speaks about the nature and importance of the information contained in 
"blackened"  parts of the text that, thus, still remained inaccessible to the public. 

Documents, from which the security mark has been removed and which are published according 
to The Freedom of information law, points to the US government's serious interest in Tesla's legacy. So, 
it is quite realistic to assume that there are more documents that are still held somewhere, "covered in 
the veil of secrecy" ... 

From where did Tesla get so high knowledge that still today eludes modern physics? 
The answer is very simple: the consent of his complete being with Nature. With his mental and 

physical constitution, already by birth, Tesla was "predetermined" for communicating with "the General 
Knowledge Fund" structures, summarized in the form of a morphogenetic field, that is related to akasha - 
an energy records at the mental level where all the knowledge, from the past and from the future, is 
stored, and where all the events of the material level are recorded. That's exactly what I'm completely 
sure of, on the basis of my theoretical and practical research. 

Furthermore, despite his innate ingenuity and intelligence Tesla was practicing his mind from an 
early age. His father specifically insisted on this. He was giving him tasks to guess others' thoughts, to 
discover the defects of some form or expression, to repeat long sentences or to count by the mind. All of  
this contributed to strengthening of Tesla's memory and the power of judgment, and especially of 
particular critical thinking. Most importantly - Tesla was constantly in close contact with Nature. 

Not only physically, staying in the meadows filled with fragrant flowers and medical herbs, in the 
forests and in the vicinity of the brook, but also listening to its babbling and the twitter of birds, he 
constantly reflected and analyzed everything that came in through his senses into his mind comparing 
that with his subjective world of ideas and imagination. By learning from nature, he improved 
communication with her, so it is no wonder he intuitively felt that: "In the Universe there is a core from 
which we obtain knowledge, strength and inspiration ...". 



Although there are a lot of those who are still trying to underestimate Nikola Tesla, claiming that 
he was "just one of a series of inventors who had a little more luck to find out what would otherwise be 
revealed ..." - it is undisputed that Tesla was an intuitive genius. 

An intuition that means preoccupation and instinctive understanding in psychology, often 
intertwines with extrasensory perception and therefore intuitive knowledge is often assessed as 
paranormal and/or pseudo scientific. This could be one of the reasons why science still has no insight 
into Tesla’s “think-out matrix” despite a large number of studies dealing with him and his work. 

With all respect to the science, which is, by its definition, limited to the detectable and 
measurable part of Reality, Nikola Tesla, proven intuitive genius, thinks differently, completely free and 
unrestricted with "obvious scientific truths" and says: "Intuition is something inexplicable, something that 
we feel and anticipate the truth. Intuition is something which transcends knowledge. Our spirit can 
take us where we can not reach with our senses. I think that all the great discoveries are acts of 
intuition." 

These Tesla`s thoughts are crucial for understanding his high intellectual and spiritual potentials. 
Sentence: “Our spirit can take us where we can not reach with our senses.” - directly confirms his firm 
belief in a possibility of communicating with Reality in a far "wider range" of phenomenology and 
interactions than from scientifically verified. 

Even when communicate with nature in the domain of "known" – Tesla can see what remains 
"hidden" for the majority. Following example is given as an illustration. 

Every artist sees a tree in its own way, a biologist or a physicist in his own, ..., and Tesla also - 
but he sees it in a much wider aspect - as an indispensable element in the system of nature`s energy 
flows - as a kind of "antigravity machine" (!) - because - contrary to the action of the gravitational force -  
tree conveys water from the roots to the leaves - without motors, pumps, ..., and with no "consuming 
energy". Science knows the process of "osmosis" - on the basis of which the tree takes water from the 
soil, but only a few will “awake” that process - like many other NATURAL mechanisms – and bring this 
important function to the consciousness just by observing an "ordinary" tree... 

Nature brought all of its mechanisms to the perfection. Tesla recognized this at an early age and 
tried to harmonize his concepts with the principles of Nature and Cosmos. 

Unfortunately, modern science does not go that way. The interests of the corporations filter, 
favor, and dictate valid scientific truths. 

For the sake of humanity, the benevolent Nikola Tesla assumed that one day, however, will come 
to a new era of human wisdom ... 

Will this Tesla's anticipation come true or not - the future will show - and, in my opinion, the future 
that is just right in front of us. 

I think that currently our civilization is in a position from which two directions are possible. If the 
attitudes of those, who are already infected with the "lethal virus of profit" and who gives preference 
exclusively to the sensual-material, would prevail - a bad destiny awaiting us. 

The rapid technological advancement and progress that followed at the end of the XIX and 
beginning of the XX century made life much easier and more comfortable, but on the other hand it led to 
enormous pollution of Nature and great disturbances of the eco-system of our "blue" planet. Profit – the 
only measure of a success on “the West” - becomes dominant criterion for a greater part of the mankind, 
so it is no wonder that ideas for a new "redistribution" of natural resources have emerged recently. 
Unfortunately, a conflict of interest could easily become a conflict between states and nations... 

History is a great teacher and it would be good to remind our self fact that technological powers 
of many of previous civilizations have exceeded the level of consciousness that they have reached, 
which was the reason they ended up in a complete destruction. Something similar can also come to us 
because -  unlimited power is not for “limited minds” ... 

Nikola Tesla had left to us a possible solution: "Humanity needs more light, goodness and 
compassion." I would add - especially to the numerically minor, but politically and economically most 
influential part of the mankind - who consider themselves as an "elite," and who - exclusively in their own 
interest - intensify over-exploitation of resources, thus seriously disturbing the global harmony of our 
planet. 

All existing energy-producing technologies are destructive (nuclear fission, wood, coal, oil,…,  
burning), that is, "dirty" energy. Destruction is a process CONTRARY to the construction, creation, the 
principle used by Nature, by the Creator. One of those that could be classified as "pure" is the process of 
"fusion" but - despite enormous efforts – science, unfortunately, has not mastered to control it yet, so this 
exceptionally prospective process of getting energy has been applied only in so-called “Hydrogen bomb” 
- so again for destruction of the God's Creation ...... 



Otherwise, I am completely sure that all technical and technological Tesla`s ideas that are 
absolutely CONSISTENT WITH CREATIVE PRINCIPLES OF NATURE or PROVIDENCE, are fully 
achievable, including even the most controversial ones - such as, for example, exploitation of "Radiant 
energy". 

The biggest problem in the development and implementation of Tesla's Technology is in its 
obstruction by the "System" - established by "World Mightiest", "Shadow rulers", who successfully 
manage a network of global corporate controls due to the insufficiently developed human consciousness. 

In short, civilization has reached a "crossroad" in its development, where it finally HAS TO MAKE 
a decision in which direction it will go, what is crucial for the future life on the Earth. 

The path we have walked, and the same we are currently going is the path of mental and 
emotional constraints, essentially a "prison" where humanity has been captured for thousands of years. 

Institutions of the "system" have a "monopoly on the truth" and, by their own affirmative and 
negative attitude, filter the measure of "compliance with facts or the reality" - that is, "Scientific truth". On 
this way they limit the evolution of human thought as one of very important constituent elements of the 
"Spiritual Pattern of the Universe" - as essential subtle energy matrices of all physical phenomena of 
(the same) Reality. 

Nikola Tesla's prophetic words about "The Light" are a metaphor for the liberation of the human 
mind from manipulation, because knowledge basically is a translation from a "Non-enlightened" 
phenomena, from a field of darkness-nescience in the domain of "conscious", "illuminated" by the mind 
and actually "awakening of that what is". Bearing in mind that unified human thoughts make up the 
“mind” and that their totality creates the entire "universe of a phenomenon” - the significance of this 
Tesla`s message can not be overemphasized. 

In this sense, I want to point out one of his most fascinating discoveries - the discovery of 
"stationary waves" - absolutely ignored by the scientific elite, even though Tesla himself said [4]: 

“… I was very lucky to discover new and amazing phenomena, such as rotating magnetic field, 
glowing of wireless vacuum tubes and many other high frequency effects, which amazed the world, BUT 
WHAT IMPRESSED ME AS MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN ANYTHING ELSE WAS THE DISCOVERY OF 
STATIONARY WAVES, to which I came in July 4. 1899, and which showed that the whole planet on 
which we live, despite its incomprehensible size, could be made to response with vibration to the lowest 
whisper of human voice. …” 

This is undoubtedly the most important Tesla’s discovery and also a key moment in his life and 
work, since it represents a great milestone in his cosmogony and creativity. In my opinion, Nikola Tesla 
as a researcher and scientist before 4th July 1899 and after that date are no longer the same. 

Tesla who we know, his vision of the whole reality, ideas, inventions - everything we are talking 
about and for what we are giving him honored confessions is "Tesla before Colorado Springs", that is, 
until the moment of his discovery of "Stationary waves." For me, "True Tesla” is the "second Tesla", 
"Tesla after Colorado Springs", about whose work in the time interval of 43 years and his legacy from 
that period of life and work we do not know almost nothing ! 

About the extent of this "other-Tesla” misunderstanding - tells us the fact that NO ONE IN THE 
WORLD (at least not publicly) did not succeed to repeat his experiments from Colorado Springs to the 
present day, with the efficiency he had achieved with his famous "Magnifying Transmitter". Furthermore,  
such an experimental setting does not exist anywhere in the world. At no one institute, 
university, laboratory ... 

This is really paradoxical - bearing in mind Tesla's statement [5]: 
"I feel certain that of all my inventions, the Magnifying Transmitter will prove most 

important and valuable to future generations." 
However, the inadequate approach to Tesla's legacy, with completely ignorance of his original 

instructions [6], resulted in completely erroneous solutions in numerous attempts for creation a replica of 
Tesla's wireless transmission system, and therefore completely failed experiments. 

According to my research and firm beliefs, Tesla's "Magnifying Transmitter" - in spite of all its 
simplicity - is actually the most advanced machine of this civilization. In its sophistication lies a straight 
line to the Keops pyramid, which is also a masterpiece of the knowledge and knowing of the cosmic 
principles, and so a proof that simplicity is the ultimate achievement of perfection [7, 8, 9]. 

The knowledge of ancient civilizations has transcended many of our present-day knowledge. This 
is evidenced by numerous archeological findings, the latest astronomical measurements and in general 
experimental scientific reality. Specifically, for example. The "Sankhya Karika" by Gopala Srinivasan [1], 
contains universal axiomatic principles and more than 30 thousand years ago had defined everything 
that our science came to "recently", at the end of the XIX and the beginning of the XX century. Vedic 
knowledge is really impressive. 



It is truly amazing that the ancient people knew the mass and the diameter of the universe, 
proton, electron, neutrino, ..., the value of the Plank's constant - the basis of modern quantum physics, 
Avogadro number - the basis of modern chemistry ... long ago - thousands of years ago. However, it is 
truly amazing that they came to these values solely by logical thinking, and, unlike our modern science, 
all the mathematically derived values were EXPLAINED structurally, very simply and clearly using only 
basic arithmetic operations without an integral and differential calculus ! 

ALL values - from the mass of elemental particles to the Universe, EM interactions, gravity, ..., in 
Sankhya are explained very simply – by stacking the three-dimensional standing waves, created by 
volumetric (3D) vibrations in the "breathing" mode, via the difference in axis harmonization, the 
appropriate relations of the expansion/compression proportions, as well as corresponding parameters in 
the transformation of simultaneous to sequential processes and vice versa. 

In this way, the numerical values are completely identical to the modern measurements. Our 
modern electromagnetism is still based on Maxwell's theory published more than 150 years ago ("A 
Dynamic Theory of the Electromagnetic Field", 1865), which describes so-called transversally vectorial - 
or - Hertzian" waves, as Tesla called them " 

The speed of light was measured (Fizeau, Michelson, Morley) just a hundred years ago, but we 
do not have a theoretical model that explains that value “structurally”, except only formally. It's the same 
with a gravitational constant for example. Its numerical value was determined in 1798 by Henry 
Cavendish using a torsion scale, but to this day there is no explanation why its value is as it is. 

Sankhya gives accurate values, but besides that also detailed INTERPRETATION OF THE 
PROCESS of which these numerical values are result of, thus explanation of HOW and WHY some 
phenomenon has just that and not some other value. 

It's really incredible that - using only elementary mathematics and the basics of trigonometry, they 
had defined the value of the golden mean (!?) from which iteratively derived the number Pi - and then 
from its value, by considering sequentially-simultaneous transformations within the substrata, they had 
obtained the number e - base of the natural logarithm !  

In the mathematical section is shown that these three numbers constitute the basis of 
everything that exists in a manifested or unmanifested form,…, with expressed or unexpressed 
mass ?!!! 

For Illustration, we quote here the fact that the light speed value in a vacuum is define in Sankhya 
via the value of the golden mean (fi): c = 101/(fi-1/2) = 296 575 966 which is very close to what the science 
has found "just recently". It is even more incredible that these ancient writings [1], fully explain a 
"structure" of the phenomenon of gravity and define a value of the gravitational constant using values of 
the speed of light in vacuum (c) and the golden mean (fi): g = 2/(c^fi)2 = 6.75*10-11 !!! 

Very concrete, extremely simple and absolutely accurate. 
For an interpretation of  a "mechanism" of the same phenomenon modern science do not have 

confirmation because hypothetical "gravitons" have never been verified. Nevertheless, although modern 
science has not yet revealed the secret of gravity and do not have theoretically expected value for the 
gravitational constant, its value has been determined experimentally. 

The first measurement and determination of the numerical value of the gravitational constant was 
performed by Henry Cavendish in 1798. This constant has remained the most imprecise measured 
physical constant to date. Many other natural constants were measured precisely in more than eight 
decimals. It is more than interesting that the gravitational constant still can not be more accurately 
measured. Even lately occur conflicts in scientific circles about the published quantities obtained 
experimentally, some of which are mutually exclusive ?! 

Sankhya [1] determines this value very precisely – axiomatically ! 
According to the teachings of Sankhya, the overall (manifest and non-manifest) Reality is based 

on the Universal Energy Matrix whose system constitutes a series of Eternal Harmonic Oscillatory 
states, based on the combinatorial of only three fundamental cosmic constants: the golden mean, the 
number of pi and the bases of natural logarithm (number e). 

Exclusive features of these numbers pre-define properties of self-similarity and holographic 
arrangement of the fractal type - of the whole and elements - of an all phenomena of the Reality, woven 
from the appropriate combinatory of their relations and expressed by a non-dimensional scale of values, 
defined by completely identical axiomatic principles throughout the macro, micro and/or hyper-world 
phenomena, that is, in the material and spiritual aspect of the Reality. 

Unfortunately, these brilliant achievements of human thought are little known to the public, they 
are completely suppressed and ignored by the scientific elite, although, qualitatively, significantly 
surpass contemporary knowledge. 

So - knowledge of previous generations exists and it is available to us. 



Why it is not taught in school is not a matter of possibility, but of the existing system of values, 
priorities and interests. 

In any case, according to my research of Vedic knowledge and Tesla's work, there is a high 
compatibility of ancient knowledge with the cosmogony of Nikola Tesla, the principles he applied 
in his machinery and fantastic insights into the structure of reality given in the axiomatic 
principles of Sankhya and the postulate of the EDQ Model [2]. 

With his ideas of sending energy without losses through the Earth, superluminal speeds, a 
possibility of using "Radiant energy” and the like, Nikola Tesla showed that he seriously approached to 
the knowledge of the ancients, constantly emphasizing that he does not work with the "Hertzian" waves 
(EM waves produced by H.Hertz) ... [10]. 

These are very reliable arguments that indicate a real possibility of realization of all Nikola 
Tesla’s ideas - including the most controversial ones ! 

In other words - the basics for the third technological revolution really exist ! 
Nevertheless, despite this, we are witnessing a kind of “quietness” in science in recent decades. 

All the latest scientific discoveries are bringing just more and more new questions without giving answers 
neither on some long ago asked questions. So, the experimental reality surpasses possibilities of its 
interpretation with existing theories - and there are no new theories ... 

Is it possible to overcome this paradoxical position of the mankind? 
In my opinion, the solution can be hinted in fact that there are more and more young, extremely 

intelligent, highly moral, humane, empathic people who - despite all mechanisms of dehumanization, 
dumbing down, destroying cultural heritage and family values - still retain the spiritual vibration of the 
ancestors and show an increasing interest in the latest scientific achievements, but also for the 
intellectual treasure of the ancestors that have been left to us. 

The obstruction of the "corporate elite" to civilization progress, based exclusively on their 
personal interest and the greater profits, the most important measure of success for them, inexorably 
leads to spiritual degradation and material destruction, since none civilization can last long - if it 
consumes more than it produces. 

As we have already said, all currently existing energy production technologies are destructive 
and based on limited resources of the planet Earth. In short, it is the final moment for humanity to use its 
most valuable intellectual potentials and innovativeness as the "strongest lever" of its technological 
progress. 

On the other hand - the experience of previous civilizations teaches us that high technology 
MUST be accompanied by an appropriate level of awareness. So "Humanization of Humans" is a 
necessary condition for our survival. 

One of those who can be an example of the intellectual and spiritual balance of an extremely high 
level of awareness, according to all parameters, is Nikola Tesla. 

The brightness of Tesla's spirit and the strength of his ideas are so great that they, even today, 
cause a great interest among many people - regardless of their nation, religion and social status. I am 
especially happy that there are more and more young people who deal with Tesla's work very seriously. 
It is even more joyful for me that they are all spiritually very close to Tesla, honest, humble, highly moral 
people, totally open for free ideas but also – with a full respect for official science and the valid 
postulates of the modern physics. 

Those, spiritually fallen, who mask their vanity, ego and own commercial goals with Tesla's name 
and work are not worth of any comment. 

Therefore, the mission of "Teslians" should not be in any way in denial of existing scientific 
theories, because they are (mostly) verified, but in their improvement, upgrade and perfecting - just as 
the Relativity Theory has, for example, enhanced Newton's physics which continued to be a special case 
and valid in the domain of small, nonrelativistic, speeds and masses. 

I think that "scientific quantum leap" is already on the way and could be achieved by further and 
fundamental research of the theory of "Torsion fields" and sub-Planck`s entities, which are currently 
below the permanency level of the world we currently know, such as A. Ohatrin’s [11] „Microleptons”, 
"Mulaprakrihi" of G. Srinivasan [1] or the Stable object “k9” of the EDQ Model [2]. Although they are 
nonperceptible to our senses and "not manifested" and/or undetectable with existing technologies - they 
still exist. 

In my the text "About Ether" [12], I have presented my ideas about possibilities and a method of 
overcoming a kind of "saturation", undoubtedly occurred in theoretical physics. It is about a consequence 
of a hasty made decision about expulsion the ether from the science that imposed certain constraints, as  
well as simplification of the original Maxwell`s equations and a somewhat clumsy formulation of 
Maxwell's and Lorentz's constants [Hip3 EDQ, 13]. 



Proposed corrections and additions do not violate valid theories and the existing transversal-
vector (Hertzian) form of EM interaction, but only enrich them with their natural longitudinal (Non-
Hertzian) and vortex component (e.g., [14]). 

In this way, all Nikola Tesla’s ideas and explanations of his Technologies are returned to the 
scientific framework, which makes their realization more certain. Consequently, all controversial ideas of 
this proven intuitive genius become achievable, and numerous "pseudo-scientific" terms such as 
teleportation, antigravity, inertia, zero point energy, and the like become more acceptable [15]. 

The fact that modern physics, in its development, increasingly approaches its initial theoretical, 
hastily discarded presuppositions and - what is most interesting - ancient teachings - points to the need, 
and in fact the necessity, for reexamination of some, perhaps unintentionally but rashly made decisions 
and, of course - Tesla's ideas. 

Conclusion is imposed on its own. All of my theoretical analyzes and tests of Tesla's ideas 
exposed in his diary [6], as well as measurements on the Tesla Magnifying Transmitter replication in my 
Tesla Technology Research Laboratory, unambiguously show that Tesla`s ether technologies could 
be a reliable starting point for the initiating of the third technological revolution ! 

In accordance with current axiomatic Cosmic Principles, this process should be followed by an 
appropriate "quantum leap" in the domain of awareness. Self-realization and improvement of spiritual 
qualities of an each individual is a key precondition for civilization progress in every sense, and 
consequently also in technological terms. 

Fortunately - the "Universal Matrix of Creation" has a holographic structure of a fractal type, so 
any change in the spiritual aspect of Reality via the action of automatic subtle-energy flow-mechanism 
results in a corresponding change in the material aspect of reality. Of course, vice versa is also true. 

In other words, by returning to Tesla's Ether Technologies, focus of the civilization`s 
consciousness shifts from the processes that are incoherent with Natural Evolution Flows to 
those which are in full harmony with the principles of the Creator. 

Since an each Tesla`s device was created by "mapping" the principles of Nature - whose 
common archetype is "The Eternal Harmonic Oscillating" - by re-affirmation of Tesla`s ethereal physics a 
lot of affirmatively-creative vitalizing processes are being initiated, providing the rise in the awareness 
scale of civilization and thus the progress in all aspects of life. 

So, it is up to us, more precisely – it is up to each of us - to choose ... "Switchman guards", quasi-
experts, false Messiah - will always exist. Intuition is a powerful "vehicle of the soul" and a channel 
for communication with the Reality that used Nikola Tesla. I'm sure that it can help us also to make right 
decisions in the future. 
 
 

In Belgrade, January 25, 2019    Goran Marjanović, B.Sc. 
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